The *Wonders of the East* as it occurs in its two Anglo-Saxon manuscripts, Cotton Vitellius A.xv and Cotton Tiberius B.v, is a catalog of wonders, marvelous people, creatures and things to be found in “the East”: that is, men without heads, women with tails, dragons and ants as big as dogs. It is easy to read these texts and illustrations—as many have—as simply imaginative, either wholly fictive (we know that there probably were not incendiary chickens anywhere near the Red Sea), or partially fictive, as narratives constructed from perception of unfamiliar cultures (the construction of the Sciopod from witnesses to the practice of yoga, for example). But, as Carolyn Walker Bynum has argued with respect to later medieval texts, the genre of these texts as catalogs of wonders carries with it a claim not only to imagination and the fantastic, but also to the credible, and to truth. Bynum, following Gervais of Tilbury, concludes her survey and analysis of medieval theories of wonder with the observation that “if you do not believe the event, you will not marvel at it. You can marvel only at something that is, at least in some sense, there.” That is, the very status of the *Wonders as wonders* implies at once the stretching of possibility, and an insistence on the viability of the same possibility, at once the incredibility and the truth of the narrative.
That the Anglo-Saxon readers and viewers of these texts probably considered them true is suggested in part by the rhetoric of the texts themselves. To begin with, the epistolary frame common to the tradition, from its earliest sources in Ctesias and Megasthenes through later versions like the Travels of Sir John Mandeville, has been long lost; we have no explicit narrator to pass judgment on the wonder, and no coherent narrative. As Mary B. Campbell has noted, the text of the Wonders “is delivered in the unadorned, declarative mode proper to information. The almost total absence of context ... greatly intensifies our experience of the grotesque, but at the same time the rhetorical starkness to which that absence belongs suggests for its depictions the status of fact.” The “status as fact” is further reinforced on the one hand by the inclusion of similar materials in authoritative and encyclopedic texts such as Augustine’s City of God, and later Isidore’s Etymologies as well as the mappae mundi, but also by the manuscript contexts, particularly in the case of the Tiberius B.v Wonders, positioned as it is among other early medieval scientific, geographical and computistical texts. But that Anglo-Saxon readers and viewers of these texts and images may also have considered their truth a problematic one is equally clear within the language of the texts.

Certainly, the text assures us that many of the wonders will flee (as do the fan-mouthed lion heads and, sweating blood, the fan-eared men); burst into flame (as do the hens and the eight-footed, two-headed creatures); or kill (the corsias serpents) or eat us (the hostes, the Donestre); if they are touched,
approached, or even perceive the approach of men: the vivid reiteration of the dangerous results of contact with these wonders suggests that their existence is not to be considered open to experiential verification. Furthermore, in a world in which all created things function symbolically, and in which the monstrous as explicated by Augustine and Isidore, among others,\(^7\) has an especially vivid association with the sign—as Lisa Vernor puts it, succinctly, “The monster is always a sign of something else”\(^8\)—even insistence on the real existence of the monstrous also points away from the very materiality of that existence.

The Old English version of the text of the *Wonders* in both the Tiberius and Vitellius manuscripts suggests provocative self-consciousness of the problematic status of the truth-value of the wonders it depicts perhaps most clearly in two moments early in the text, a self-consciousness reiterated and complicated by the associated images. That is, twice, in what Andy Orchard numbers as the third and fourth episodes of the Old English text, the word *ungefregelicu* / *ungefægelicu* is used in the conclusion of the description. The first is in the description of the red hens and the second in the episode that immediately follows it, in the description of the eight-footed, two-headed beasts. The contexts are remarkably similar. The description of the incendiary hens concludes:

\[
\text{gif hi hwylc mon niman wile oðþe hyra o æthrineð ðonne forbærna hy sona eal his lic ðæt syndon ungefægelicu liblac}^9
\]

(If any man wishes to seize or touches them, then they burn up all his body at once. Those are unheard-of witchcrafts.)
That of the eight-footed beasts:

\begin{verbatim}
gif him hwylc mon onfon wille þonne hiera lichoman
Þæt hy onælað Þæt syndon þa ungefrægelicu deor
\end{verbatim}

(If any man wishes to grasp them then they set fire to their bodies. Those are unheard-of beasts.)\textsuperscript{10}

Both passages promise that even the desire to grasp or touch these wonders has predictably disastrous consequences for the interactant/traveler-reader and the wonder: if desire for contact is permitted, one or the other, or both, will be utterly lost, burned up completely. And the differences between the passages emphasize the increasing destruction that desire for contact will spark. The first promises destruction to the traveler for his desire to touch; the second substitutes 
\textit{hiera lichoman} ("their bodies") for \textit{his lic}, ("his body"), moving from a single point of danger to the traveler’s body to the undifferentiated plural, “their bodies,” the bodies of the wonders, most literally, but perhaps also of the wonders \textit{and} the traveler. The emphasis in the conclusions to these two episodes on both the dangers of contact and the \textit{ungefrægelicu}, “unheard-of” status of these incendiary creatures suggests that if we wish to heed these warnings, to preserve the reader/viewer self as represented by the “any man,” and the wonder from which he differs (and which he might desire to grasp or incorporate), if we wish, moreover, to preserve the distinction between reader/viewer and wonder, we must also step back from the fact of their prior representations. The Old English text insists that these wonders, however
represented, in both text and image, must also remain untouched, unrepresented—“unheard-of,” unknown, unassimilated.

The iterated ungefrægelicu is all the more striking given the fact that, in the most proximal Latin text, that of the parallel text in Tiberius B.v, neither of these two descriptions concludes with even a similar phrase: the description of the hens concludes simply totum corpus conburit (“it burns up [his] whole body”) and the description of the eight-footed beasts, corpora sua inarmant (“they burn up their bodies”).¹¹ In comparison to the Latin text, the Old English, then, seems to be expressing its own wonder at these beasts.

There are of course a number of instances in other episodes in which the Old English translation diverges from the Latin, even within the Tiberius parallel texts. The women with tusks and tails, for example, are killed by Alexander in the Latin pro sua obscenitate (“because of their foulness/uncleanness”), but in the Old English of both the Tiberius and Vitellius version for heora mycelnysse (“for their greatness”)¹²—and these divergences are certainly significant.¹³ But the insertion of ungefrægelicu is the only instance we have found in which an entire phrase is present in the Old English but not the Latin text in two successive episodes.¹⁴

In fact, according to the Dictionary of the Old English Corpus, the word ungefregelicu occurs only in these two contexts. Its meaning is clear enough (un + gefrege + lic = “un-heard-of”, hence as Orchard translates it, “extraordinary”¹⁵), and ungefræge appears helpfully as a gloss for inauditum.¹⁶
Inauditum, however, is glossed both by ungefræge (“unheard-of”) and by ungeleafulne (“incredible”). That these moments of marked difference from the Latin text also voice perhaps suspicion of its truth (these creatures are incredible, not to be believed), but certainly reluctance to allow for its unimpeded representation (there creatures are unheard-of, even after their verbal description and illustration, under a kind of erasure), suggests a significant tension between the Old English and Latin texts, and a tension here focused on the truth-value of their representations.

Here it is important to remember that the three early medieval Wonders texts emphasize the coexistence of the two literary languages of Anglo-Saxon England: the later Bodley 614 is in Latin only, Tiberius is in both Latin and Old English, Vitellius is in Old English only. Although we may consider the Wonders to be a sort of tissue binding together the discourses of these three manuscripts, as does Nicholas Howe, we might also argue that precisely by spanning these two languages and three manuscripts, the Wonders incorporates those differences and the tensions between them. That is, even as its iteration in the two languages across three manuscripts links the manuscripts, through its hybrid creatures and hybrid texts, its fractures and internal disjunctions, the Wonders also extends and exemplifies the tensions among those languages and manuscripts.

In his provocative reading of the Wonders in Tiberius B. v, Nicholas Howe notes that the text begins with the enlarged capitals in red and green for the
Latin, *Colonia est initiū* (“A colony is at the beginning...”) (Figure 1). For Howe, this opening to the *Wonders* prioritizes the Latin text, “both by size and position” over the Old English which appears to the right and below it; in doing so, the Tiberius *Wonders* text locates itself in “a geography of empire that must by its very structure have a center, that is, a capital place that bestows the category label of *colonia* on a distant and subordinate region.” If the arrangement of the texts of Tiberius *Wonders* begins with such a clear prioritization, however, its images also present some discomfort with that prioritization. In the early illustration of the two-headed snake, for example, the Tiberius image splits the focus of the snake in two directions (Figure 2). One head, the head on top of the snake, points upward and to the right, towards the Old English text beside it. The other head points downward, towards the Latin text below it. Through this split focus, the wonder itself both emphasizes the co-existence of both versions of the text and points to a potential reversal of the initial positioning of the Latin over the Old English. While other images in Tiberius point less dramatically to the text in both languages, images of doubleness in this manuscript often involve either a split focus pulling the wonder in two directions, as in the illustration of the eight-footed, two headed beasts (Figure 3), or as in the case of the dragons (Figure 4), a complex entanglement of the two bodies ending in a confrontation of one with the other.
1 Giant Sheep, Marvels of the East, London, British Library, Cotton Tiberius B.v, fol. 78v (© British Library Board, All Rights Reserved)
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In Howe’s reading, the translation of the Latin text into English is a kind of ‘transplanting’ of the exotic elsewhere onto the native land: he argues, “What can be written about in the native language, this transfer insists, cannot remain entirely foreign.” While the Tiberius images as well as the presentation of the text itself point to the retention of both languages, they also, in the tangled and divided bodies of the wonders, indicate resistance to such transfer, retention, that is, of the foreign and incomprehensible, in the body of the text itself. Certainly Howe argues for this kind of retention in his reading in the Donestre episode of the traveler’s head as the unconsumable remnant of the Foreign (which the Donestre weeps over).

If the Tiberius manuscript locates resistance in the refusal to prioritize Latin over English and retains difference, marked by the difference between languages, then Vitellius, with its text in Old English only, one might suppose, ought to present the possibility of assimilation, familiarity, locatability. Hence, in Howe’s argument, in contrast to Tiberius, the Vitellius Wonders, with its text in Old English only, points not to the simultaneously here and there of Roman authority in England but to “the ePel,” the native land. Thus, in the context of the split pointing in the Tiberius two-headed snake image, the very different Vitellius image is all the more striking (Figure 5). Here, the snake, frameless, itself horizontally divides the Old English text. Both of the snake’s two heads are upturned; its tongues, or the flames it breathes, lick the text and even merge in a
5 Two-Headed Snakes; Corsias, Wonders of the East, London, British Library, Cotton Vitellius A.xv, fol. 2v [99v] (© British Library Board, All Rights Reserved)
sequence with the descender of the final letter of the last word of the preceding
episode. Similarly, the eight-footed, two-headed beasts, which in the Tiberius
image are pulled in separate directions, here look together in a single direction,
tongues lolling toward the Old English text (Figure 6). The dragons, again, unlike
the tangled and oppositional creatures of the Tiberius image, here point both
heads in a single direction toward the text of the facing page (Figure 7).

In one sense, the single focus of these wonders, most clearly with the two-
headed snake image in Vitellius, points to the single language, the native
language, and the translation of the text and its wonders to that language. Ann
Knock has argued that the Vitellius Wonders was probably taken from a source
which, like Tiberius, contained both Latin and Old English texts.25 Knock
explains, furthermore,

> In Tiberius B.v each paragraph of the Latin is followed by the Old English
> translation. All Old English sections except the first four lines of §6 are
> followed by an illustration. The omission of these four lines in Vitellius A.
> xv demonstrates that the scribe who provided the first single-language
> copy in Old English had located the translation by working backwards
> from the illustrations.26

Following Knock, then, if the Vitellius scribe both extracted the Old English text
from a manuscript with parallel Old English and Latin texts, and used the
illustrations to locate the Old English text, the focus within these Vitellius images
on the single Old English text clearly underscores the selection of the native
literary language.

But at the same time, these images, seen again most clearly with the two-
headed snake, disrupt that text (See Figure 5). The entire image of the two-
headed snake cuts across the page from margin to margin, dividing one textual episode from the next. And while the merging of the serpent tongues or flames with the last letter of the textual description does point to the singularity of the language in contrast to the differences indicated in Tiberius, that merging also binds the text to the body of the wonder: as the wonders are familiarized, brought home, translated, the text is also made monstrous. Hence it is provocative, but not surprising that the phrase the serpent licks at with both of its upturned heads is ungefrægelicu deor.

The disruptive image of the two-headed serpent literally underscores the text’s description of the creatures’ incendiary untouchability, but at the same time the image actually touches the episode’s last word. The single focus of the snake heads, especially in the context of the Tiberius image, as we have noted, draws attention to the single language in which the text appears. The touch of the serpent tongues to the letter, however, also suggests what Derrida in “Des Tours de Babel” describes as the “infinitely small point of meaning which the languages barely brush” in the process of translation, that is, that the interaction between image and text may figure translation. For Derrida, following Benjamin, the question of translation begins—as for Isidore and other medieval geographers does the mapping of the world, including the wondrous East—with Babel. Derrida begins, “The ‘tower of Babel’ does not merely figure the irreducible multiplicity of tongues; it exhibits an incompleteness, the impossibility of finishing... of completing something on the order of edification, architectural construction,
Yet while Babel figures the impossibility of totalizing, it also promises in Benjamin’s terms the intimacy of a relation determined by “an original convergence.” Hence, for Derrida, in the transitory, or “fleeting” contact between texts during translation, the shared and “infinitely small point of meaning which the languages barely brush,” is the “promise” of another “kingdom” and the reconciliation of languages. Derrida continues, “This kingdom is never reached, touched, trodden by translation. There is something untouchable, and in this sense the reconciliation is only promised. But a promise is not nothing.” As Isidore emphasizes in his discussion of the dispersal of languages and people after Babel, “The term ‘languages’ (lingua) is used in this context for the words that are made by the tongue (lingua).” Here the tongues of the two heads touching the letter suggest the generation of language, in the terms of Isidore’s etymology, but also the generation of languages as dispersal from a once whole body, disruption of a once whole text. The relationship between text and image here thus reminds us that the Old English text itself as a translated text, however singly it is presented in this manuscript, carries across both its necessary difference from another language and the “fleeting” point of contact it makes with that language, both evidence of the dispersal of languages and perhaps the promise of their reconciliation. As such, it also reminds us that no translation, even into the native language can be “true,” as no language can be “true” in Derrida’s terms, a “pure language in which
the meaning and the letter no longer dissociate,” or in the Augustinian sense in which:

when we speak what is true, i.e. speak what we know, there is born from the knowledge itself which the memory retains, a word that is altogether of the same kind as the knowledge from which it is born. For the thought that is formed by the thing which we know, is the word which we speak in the heart: which word is neither Greek nor Latin, nor of any tongue.34

At the same time, however, the Wonders text—with its acute recognition of dislocation, and the initiative of its stuttering insistence on the existence of its unheard-of creatures— also suggests the possibility, however fleeting, of a glimpse at such a truth.
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